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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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NRC Inspection Report: 50-458/85-05 Construction Permit: CPPR-145

Docket: 50-458

Licensee: Gulf States Utilities (GSU)
P. O. Box 2951
Beaumont, Texas 77704

Facility Name: River Bend Station (RBS)

Inspection At: River Bend Station, St. Francisville, Louisiana
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Inspection Summary

Inspection Conducted January 21-25,1985 (Report 50-458/85-05)

Areas Inspected: Routine, announced inspection of the licensee's radiation
protection (RP) program, TMI action items (NUREG 0737), and selected RP program
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. activities associated with emergency preparedness activities. The inspection

. involved 61 inspector-hours onsite and 8 inspector-hours in the regional office-
by two NRC inspectors.

Results:- Within the three areas inspected, no violations or deviations were
identified.
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DETAILS
.

1. Persons Contacted

GSU

*W. Cahill, Senior Vice President, River Bend Nuclear Group (RBNG)
*J. Deddens, Vice President RBNG
I. Plunkett, Plant Manager (PM)

*T. Crouse, Quality Assurance (QA) Manager
*M. Cassada, Radiological Programs Supervisor .

*W.'Anders, Senior QA Engineer
*B. Boyer, Radiation Protection (RP) Technician
*J. Cadwallader, Emergency Planning (EP) Supervisor
*E. Cargill, Jr., RP Supervisor
*E. Christnot, QA Engineer-
G. Collett, RP Foreman

*J. Conner, Environmental Services Supervisor
*P. Dautel, Licensing Staff Assistant
*S. Driscoll, Radiological Engineering Supervisor
C. Fantacci, Senior Health Physicist (HP)
P. Graham, Assistant PM

*G. King, Plant Services Supervisor
W. Lambert, Systems Engineer

*S. McKenzie, Nuclear Training Coordinator
*C. Nash, Chemistry Supervisor
*E. Oswood, QA Engineer
W. Odell, Training Manager
C. Rohrman, Nuclear Training Coordinator

*D. Ross, Radiological Health Supervisor
*D. Seymour, Compliance Analyst-
*R. Stafford, Director Quality Services
K. Steele, RP Specialist

*P. Tomlinson, Director Operations QA
A. Wells, RP Foreman

Others

*D. Chamberlain, NRC Senior Resident Inspector
*R. Farrell, NRC Senior Resident Inspector-Construction
*C, Mazzola, Senior Meteorologist-Stone & Webster (S&W)
*M. Reckard, Site Environmental Protection Officer - S&W
B. Dunn, Startup Engineer (SU)-Consultant
J. Newton, SU-Consultant
R. Moody, Training-Consultant
R. Williams, Training-Consultant
S. Nickles, Instructor-Consultant

* Denotes those present during the exit interview.

.
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The HRC. inspectors also contacted other RBS personnel including
administrative, clerical, and engineering personnel.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

(Closed) Open Item (458/8406-10): Radiological Posting Program - The

-licensee had issued a revision to RP Procedure (RPP)-0005 which resolved
the NRC's concerns regarding routine radiological posting. The remaining

.

concerns related to access and exposure controls for the spent fuel transfer
tube have been satisfactorily resolved by an onsite review of the controls'

to.be implemented for spent fuel transfer by a representative of the NRC
' Office'of Nuclear Reactor Regulations (NRR) Radiological Assessment Branch
(RAB). This review adequately addressed the concerns referenced in this
open item. (See memorandum from J. Minns, NRC/RAB, to F. J. Congel,
NRC/RAB, subject: " Site Visit to River Bend Nuclear Station," dated
August 21,1984.) This item is considered closed.

(Closed) Open Item (458/8406-11) and (458/8406-28): Radiological Survey
Program and Item III D.3.3 of NUREG-0737 - The licensee had resolved the
NRC's concerns regarding development of a suitable radiological survey
program by issuance of RP and EP section procedures RSP-0006, " Radiation
Protection Task Scheduling," RPP-0006, " Radiological Surveys," EIP-2-018,

~

" Technical Support Center Activation," EIP-2-016, " Operations Support
Center-Activation," EIP-2-020, " Emergency Operations Facility Activation,"
EIP-009, " Medical Emergencies," RPP-0057, " Receipt of New Fuel," RPP-0W 4,
"Use of Lapel Air Samplers," RPP-0043, " Personnel Frisking," and EIP-2-013,
"Onsite Radiological Monitoring." - This item is considered closed.

1

(Closed) Open Item (458/8406-12): Radiological Work Control Program - The
licensee had resolved the NRC's concerns in this area by issuance of
RP Procedure RSP-0200, " Radiation Work Permits." This program appears to

- satisfy the recommendations of RG 8.8. This item is considered closed.

(Closed)OpenItem(458/8406-14): NRC Notifications and Reports - The
licensee had satisfactorily resolved the NRC's concerns regarding
identification of specific-10 CFR Parts 19 and 20 reporting requirements
by issuance of Procedures ADM-0010. " Station Reporting Requirements,"

.

and RHP-0027, " Occupational Radiation Exposure Records and Reports." This
'

item is considered closed.

(Closed) Open Item (458/8406-18): RP Program Audits and Reviews - The
~

licensee resolved the NRC's concerns regarding development and conduct of
an audit of the RP program by completion and issuance of QA audit
report GSU 84-08. Audit GSU 84-08 was reviewed and found comprehensive
and involved an auditor with specialized experience in RP activities. The
Itcensee had also accomplished several RP activity surveillances and had

F scheduled more for the 1985 year. The responsibilities of the.RB Nuclear
Review Board and the Independent Safety Evaluation Group are discussed in

! Section 17 of the Final Safety Assessment Report (FSAR) and Section 13.4

i
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of the Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for RBS (NUREG-0989). This item is -
considered closed.

(Closed) Open Item (468/8406-19): Startup Shielding Survey - The licensee
had resolved the NRC's concerns regarding startup surveys by issuance of
procedure 1-ST-2. This item is censidered closed.

(Closed) Open Item (458/8406-21): New Fuel Receipt Handling and Storage -
The licensee was issued Special Nuclear Materials License-1943, dated
January 15, 1985. The licensee had implemented adequate procedures and
accomplished required training for receipt of new fuel. The licensee's RP
program is in compliance vith their license conditions. This item 1s
considered closed.

_(Closed) Open Item (458/8406-29): RP Program Implementing Procedures -
The licensee had issued or identified for development a comprehensive
listing of RP program procedures. Further tracking of individual
implementing procedures will be accomplished under existing open items
involving specific RP program areas. This item is considered closed.

3. - RP Organization

The licensee had resolved several of the NRC's concerns addressed-in NRC
Inspection Report 50-458/84-06 regarding the licensee's RP organization.
The NRC inspectors noted that the licensee had recently reorganized the
plant staff. Under the new organization, the supervisor of radiological
programs (radiation protection manager) reports directly to the PM. The
above changes were reported to the NRC via an FSAR amendment. The licensee
had issued a revision to Procedure ADM-0025 that established the
responsibilities and management controls for specific RP program activities,
including the ALARA coordinator position. The licensee had not completed
staffing of several supervisory (5) and technician (16) level positions.
This concern on staffing of allocated positions is also addressed in NRC
Inspection Report 50-458/84-11. The licensee's recruitment efforts appear
to be satisfactory and there appears to be no anticipated problem in
completing the RP section staffing by mid-March 1985.

The NRC inspector discussed his concern that an RBS RP Plan had not yet
been issued along with several other major program documents (e.g., A'_ ARA,

respiratory protection, etc.). It was noted that many programs affected
by the requirements of the Plan have been partially implemented. This
concern is also addressed in other sections in this report. The licensee's
radiological deficiency reporting and tracking program (RSP-0001) is still
being developed. The licensee representative indicated that GSU intends
to issue the RP Plan prior to April 1, 1985.

P
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.This| item (458/8406-01) is considered open pending Itcensee action to:, ,

' Implement an RP Plan-*

Complete.the-RP.section staffing'a

. Complete development of a radiological deficiency reporting and*

tracking program.
~

-

' 4. RP Staff Qualifications

This item was'previously discussed in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/84-06
and the fol_ lowing correspondence:

Letter _from J. C. Deddens, GSU, to J. T. Collins, NRC, Subject:*
.

" Response to Open Item No. 458/S406-02," dated August 17, 1984.

' Telephone conversation between NRC representatives.B. Murray and''*
D. Chaney and GSU representatives T. Plunkett, L. England, and-
M..Cassada, Subject: "GSU's Response (August 17, 1984 Letterabove)
to Open Item 458/8406-02, dated October 4, 1984."

Let'ter from E. H. Johnson, NRC, to W. J. Cahill, GSU, Subject:*

:" Request for Additional-Information Concerning GSU's Written Response
to Open Item 458/8406-02," dated October 11, 1984. .

:The NRC inspectors reviewed this concern and the-licensee's proposed
resolution.. The licensee has recruited seven ANSI qualified'

'. (ANSI /ANS-3.I-1978, " Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant"

! Personnel") RP' technicians' that have commercial operating reactor
-experience. 'These recruited RP technicians are scheduled to be onsite
iby March 4,'1985. These seven RP technicians would be part of a planned
~24-person RP technician staff (of which only 14 positions have been
recruited / filled). _ 'The present onsite staff includes approximately 7 ANSI
qualified technicians,'5 of these technicians' possess little or no.

operating commercial reactor plant experience, and 2 technicians possess
a suitable' amount of operating commercial reactor plant experience. The~
licensee also intends to place /make available an RP' supervisor possessing

-operating commercial reactor plant experience on each operating' shift
'during thelinitial phase of plant operations. These aspects of personnel<

assignments had been adequately addressed in. Procedure ADM-0025,'" Conduct
of Radiation-Protection Services." The. above licensee actions appear to
adequately resolve the NRC's concerns regarding RP staff qualifications
and only.needs to be fully implemented, i.e., completion of RP staff
recruitment and manning of RP section positions.- The NRC inspector.noted
that' the licensee currently employs approximately 6 contract ANSI qualified

4O RP technicians (working-as staff-consultants) that could also be'used to-

: supplement the licensee's permanent operational staff.
,

'The above'noted programs and proposed licensee actions are considered
licensee commitments to the NRC and satisfy the NRC's requested response '

. ,

1
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in'the above noted letter to GSU, dated October 11, 1984. These matters
were discussed with the licensee during the_ inspection and at the exit -

,
,'

meeting on. January 25, 1985.
.

- %''f' hhisitem-(458/8406-02) is considered open pending licensee actions to:
,

:

| * ' Complete RP technician staff position recruitment.

. 5. _ Nuclear Training Department Organization
t %' - n

LThe NRC~ inspector determined that the licensee had. implemented several '
4

'

' training programs involving the RP program. These training programs
(general employee training,. radiation' worker training, respiratory
protection training, and emergency preparedness training) are being :
conducted without the aid of. specific program governing documents (RBS

: % issued and/or nuclear training department issued). The licensee had only
'

1 -issued 6 of 31' identified training program procedures. The unissued4

1 procedures included titles such as Training Personnel Training,
; Qualifications, and Certifications; Design and Development of Training . '

' Programs, and Instructional Materials; program Evaluations; Non-Licensed ,

.0perater Training; Emergency Response-Training; General Employee Trainingi

-(GET),.etc. Based on a review of radiation worker training (GET 2) and
3

respiratory protection training'(GET 3) the licensee is conducting
training in a professional manner, including lesson plans, student
handouts,:and course / student' evaluations. 'These courses were primarily
being organized and conducted by contracted consultants. The licensee had
placed curriculum coordinators (GSU employees) to review work performed

|" by consultants. The lack of training program controlling documents
appears to be a major deficiency in the licensee's program, especially for- .

: training programs currently being implemented. -The. licensee expects to ,

i have all remaining identified training programs and administrative'

procedures issued by April 1, 1985. The licensee appears to have
implemented the training programs addressed in both the FSAR and SER. .The

p; , licensee is using position task analysis to develop training objectives
and programs. The licensee program includes a mechanism by which the RBS,

d RP section can provide reviews and comments to training ~ department training
,

program / lesson. plans that involved RP' training activities.

.This' item (458/8406-03) is considered open pending licensee action to:
-

Complete development of administrative and individual _. training*-

program procedures.* '

4

a. General Employee ' Training' (GET) !
.

;

The NRC-inspectors reviewed the licensee's proposed GET training for
' unescorted access.into restricted areas. The licensee had not issued
the GET program policy document (TPP-7-018), but had conductedi 4

" .Leve1<1 GET.(nonradiation worker training) training. The inspectors
reviewed training facilities, lesson plan, student handout, and' ,

proposed tests. The licensee's GET appears to be comprehensive and i
- -

r

;
a

4
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satisfies the requirements of 10 CFR Part 19.12, and the
recommendations of Regulatory Guides (RGs) 8.13 and 8.27, and
ANSI /ANS-3._1-1978. The licensee had nearly completed providing all

sRBS site personnel Level 1 GET.

: 0 This item (458/8406-04) will remain open pending NRC classroom review
of level 1 GET during a future inspection.

b. Radiation Worker Trainini

The NRC inspectors reviewed lesson outlines, course / student
evaluation tests, and participated in actual classroom instructions<

involving radiation worker training (RWT) (Level 2 GET) and
respiratory protection training (Level 3 GET). -The licensee's
programs were being implemented without official issuance of the

- following RBS procedures, programs, and policies:
3 i Radiation Protection Plan=

.

ALARA Policy.s t *-

:>L n.,
' ' "

4,, Respiratory Protection Policy' ' *

o ,h'

I Radiological Respiratory Protection Program, RSP-0201*
.

CA,_ .
Personnel Radiation Monitoring Program, RSP-0203*

.N U RBS RP section supervisors and technicians participated in Level 2
yF GET development and had reviewed actual classroom training. The

licensee's' training for RWT was presented using compreheasive
handouts, video tapes, training aids, and student demonstration of

~

,3
the ability to use and remove protective clothing and respiratory'

,,

C prot'ection equipment under simulated working conditions.

The NRC inspector determined that the training appeared to satisfy
,

< z'. the recommendation of NUREGs-0761 and 0041; RGs 8.8, 8.13, 8.15, and

l 'j,' ~ 8.27; and certain requirements of 10 CFR Part 20.103. For the most'
>

part, instructors were experienced or suitably knowledgeable in the
subjects being taught. However, the NRC inspectors noted to the
licensee that due to the lack of issuance of procedures to properly
administrate the respiratory protection program (required by
10 CFR Part 20.103) and the limited knowledge of the instructors
(those providing respiratory protection training on January 22,1985)y'
concerning the regulatory. requirements regarding an occupational
respiratory protection program and equipment-qualification, this part
of the licensee's training program (Level 3 GET) would not satisfy
regulatory requirements regarding an approved respiratory protection
program.

.
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The licensee was not solicited for a corrective action date since
approval of the respiratory protection program rests with the
licensee in that a request for the program's approval must be made to
the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR Part 20.103(g).

The NRC inspectors also noted that the licensee was evaluating
implementation of a Level 4 GET training program for qualifying select
non-RP personnel on the use of RP instruments such as dose rate
measuring instruments. Level 4 GET will be reviewed during future
inspections as the program is developed.

This item (458/8406-05) remains open pending licensee action to:

Evaluate the respiratory protection training program for !*

agreement with NUREG-0041 and RG 8.15 and RBS respiratory |

protection program implementing procedures. |
|

Ensure that respiratory protection training instructors possess*

a suitable degree of technical knowledge regarding occupational
respiratory protection programs and equipment qualification.

c. RP Technician Training and Qualification Program

~This item was partially discussed in paragraph 4 of this report.
Since reorganization of the RP section, the licensee had also revised
the RP technician training and qualification program to eliminate
reference to chemistry and environmental technician qualifications.
This revised program is identified in RSP-0003. The revised program
provides'for training and qualifying a person with little or no
previous RP experience or a person with previous RP experience to the
recommendations of ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978, NUREG-0761, and RG 8.27. The
NRC~ inspector determined that the proposed training program did not
adequately address evaluation and qualification of contracted RP
technicians or training requirements for the RP supervisory and the
RP section technical staff. However, the RP training program
appeared to satisfy the licensee's commitments set forth in Section B
of the FSAR and those addressed in the SER (NUREG-0989). The NRC
inspectors could not complete the review of this area due to the
incompleted status of the program's implementation. The licensee had
instituted RP personnel training for new fuel receipt (RPP-0057).
The' NRC resident inspector verified on January 30, 1985, that the-

licensee had completed required training for new fuel receipt.

The licensee intends on requiring persons designated as senior RP
technicians (ANSI qualified) to possess (in addition to other
qualifying criteria) at least 10 weeks RP experience at an operating
commercial reactor with part of the experience being acquired during
a refueling or major maintenance outage.

,
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Thisitem(458/8406-06) is considered open pending licensee action
to:

Develop and issue a comprehensive RP staff training and*

qualification program.

Develop a screening and qualification program for contracted RP*

technicians.

6. External Radiation Exposure Control

The licensee had resolved most of the NRC's concerns addressed in NRC
Inspection Report 50-458/84-06, except as noted below.

The licensee's dosimetry system had satisfied the performance testing
. phase of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP).
The dosimetry system passed all eight test categories of ANSI N13.11-1983.
The licensee only needs to pass the NVLAP onsite review to obtain
accreditation for their personnel dosimetry system. The NRC inspector
determined that the licensee's external dosimetry program was deficient in
that the RBS personnel monitoring program procedure (RSP-0203) had not
been implemented.' This procedure, along with the aforenentioned RP Plan
provides the licensee's policies on external exposure control including all
administrative controls over personnel exposure limits. The licensee
intends on obtaining contracted services to assist in determining the
beta, gamma, and neutron dose equivalent rates and energy spectra during
various stages of plant operation. The licensee also had implemented a
periodic QA cross check program for the dosimetry system using a contracted
laboratory.

Thisitem(458/8406-07) is considered open pending licensee action to:

Issue the personnel monitoring program procedure (RSP-0203).*

7. Internal Exposure Control Program

a. Internal Dosimetry Program

The licensee had installed a whole body counting system for in vivo
(direct) radiobioassay. The licensee had issued several procedures

|for implementing what appears to be a satisfactory direct and
indirect bioassay program. As.noted in paragraph 6 above the
licensee had not issued the governing document for this program
(RSP-0203). . This program will be further reviewed during future
inspections to determine resolution of the concerns addressed in NRC
Inspection Report 50-458/8406.

This item (458/8406-08) is considered open pending licensee action
to:

Fully implement the internal dosimetry program.*
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b. - Respiratory Protection Program-

; The 'NRC inspector determined that the licensee had not _ fully
Limplemented a' respiratory protection program that satisfies the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 20.103 or the licensee's commitments set
forth in the FSAR. The licensee's respiratory protection program is '

<

. deficient in the following areas:
. ,

The program lacks a governing document and a policy statement as*

required by.10 CFR Part 20.103.

The respiratory protection training program ;2cks properly*

qualified instructors. (See paragraph 5.b of this report)

Not all identified implementing procedures have been issued,*

such.as. bioassay requirements for respiratory protection
equipment users, selection of respiratory protection equipment,

: etc.

'
The respiratory protection equipment inventory of full face air*

_

purifying and supplied air respirators was below amounts
specified in Table 12.5-4 of the FSAR.

w

. Respiratory protection equipment facilities for decontamination,a-

.

-cleaning, sanitizing, and repair are not available. ;

, - The licensee stated that these items would be resolved by April _1,
1985.

This item (458/8406-09) is considered open pending licensee action
to:

Implement a respiratory protection program that meets the*

requirements of.10 CFR Part 20.103 and the recommendations of
-RG-8.15.

O - * Evaluate the adequacy of the respiratory protection training
program.

-Resolve respiratory protection equipment inventory, versus FSAR*

commitments, including equipment dedicated to emergency
preparedness and training use.

8. ~ALARA Program

LThe NRC inspactor determined -that the licensee had adequately resolved the
NRC concerns, previously addressed in NRC~ Inspection Report 50-458/84-06,
regarding a ALARA program, except for the issuance of an RBS ALARA policy.
Currently the ALARA policy is part of the draft RP Plan. The licensee had
issued all implementing proced1res for the ALARA program, and had staffed

:the ALARA coordinator position with a person possessing practical RP

-
.
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experience involving opera +.fonal BWRs. The licensee also implemented a -

: ALARA. committee that will pursue the goals and objectives of the ALARA .
policy. The committee will be composed of representatives from RP,
operations, maintenance,. training, and plant engineering, with the i
functions of the committee chairperson being. rotated among the ALARA

'committee members. The licensee program agrees with the general
: recommendations of RG 8.8. i

This-item (458/8406-13) is considered open pending licensee action to: ;

*: ~~ Issue an ALARA policy.

9. RP-Instrument and Calibration Program

.The NRCLinspectors determined that the. licensee had resolved most of the NRC's .

concerns addressed in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/84-06. The licensee
had resolved the RP instrument inventory and description differences in ~

- the.FSAR, and had implemented nearly all calibration and operational procedures
for ' laboratory 'and portable RP : instruments. The licensee had implemented i

an instrument, prior to use,-response check program for portable gamma
radiation detection' instruments using'a multi-curie cesium calibrator. -

-The licensee had:not implemented, as of this inspection, a method to
ensure that dedicated. emergency supplies of RP equipment are periodically .

accounted for and checked for operability. The licensee also had not
..

. procured a source for calibrating neutron dose. rate measurement instruments.
' Currently, calibration of portable. neutron dose rate instruments is being
performed by a-commercial vendor. No response check source is available
for neutron measurement instruments. Upon review of the licensee's
on-hand ' inventory of radiation protection. instruments and ccmparison with
the number required for dedicated emergency preparedness stock (Appendix E -

~to;the FSAR),' it appears that'in-the area of high range beta gamma ion
chambers and extendable probe | gamma dose rate instruments the licensee's
stock is marginal. The licensee stated at the exit meeting, that they.
would review their RP instrument program to identify.any-inventory
weaknesses. Also, the licensee had:not provided.for response checking

' of RP-ii.struments in emergency equipment kits prior to use. The use of
the multicurie calibrator would be impractical during most emergency ;

response situations, especially offsite monitoring. ,

The;1icensee had established procedures and equipment to monitor and
- . measure. concentrations of'radioiodine in all portions of the plant.

,

RP personnel training in this aspect is covered during RP technician
qualifications.

This' item (458/8406-15) is considered open pending licensee action to:
t

]
Evaluate' suitability of RP' instrumentation inventories.*

|

4
i

|
,

.
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Establish response check program for neutron dose rate*

instrumentation and RP dose rate instrumentation stored in emergency
kits.

10. RP Facilities

The NRC inspectors determined that this portion of the licensee's RP
program was for the most part the same as described in NRC Ir1spection
Report 50-458/84-06 The licensee had, however, drafted plans for
converting a portion to the radioactive waste building laundry facility
space into an area for the inspection repair, decontamination, and
sanitizing of respiratory protection equipment. This area will be
reviewed further during future inspections prior to fuel load. The NRC
inspectors did not review the RP aspects of onsite emergency facilities

_(technical support center-TSC and the operational support center-OSC)
since per agreement with NRR, see Section 13.3.2.8 of the SER
(NUREG-0989), the TSC and OSC need not be fully functional until 10 and
2 months after fuel load, respectively. The facilities are located in
the service building and appear to be nearly operational.

Thisitem(458/8406-16) is considered open pending licensee action to:

Establish operability of the TSC and OSC.*

Establish a respiratory protection equipment maintenance facility.*

11. RP' Equipment'and Expendable Supplies

-The NRC inspectors noted that the licensee had not completed procurament
nor implemented a periodic review of routine and emergency supplies to
verify that inventories agree with equipment lists in Sections 12 and 13, and
Appendix E of the FSAR.

This item (458/8406-17) is considered open pending licensee action to:

Complete procurement of RP supplies.*

Develop an inventory program for routine and emergency RP equipment-*

and supplies.

12. Plant Air-Flow Characteristics *

:

-The NRC inspectors determined that the licensee had balanced several plant
normal ventilation systems using the procedures 1-G-ME-10 and 1-AT-4001
(previously addressed in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/84-06). The
licensee-provided the following system status.

Control room - expected to be completed by February 1,1985*
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Control building - not started yet*

Technical Support Center (TSC) - needs special procedure approved and*

door seals need replacement

Emergency operational facility (EOF) - this facility was not included*

in normal plant testing

Radioactive waste building - still under construction, may start in*

March 1985.

Spent fuel building - initial balancing approximately 70 percent*

complete

Auxiliary building - still under construction, no date for completion*

of ventilation system balancing provided

Turbine building - initial balancing completed, operational testing*

not completed

The NRC inspectors observed RBS persennel performing balancing tests on
the TSC. No problems were observed. . Current procedures and calibrated
equipment were being used.

This item (458/8406-20) is considered open pending licensee action to:

Complete remaining plant areas ventilation system balancing,*

including the EOF and TSC.

13. 'TMI Action Items-NUREG-0737

The NRC inspectors determined that much of the equipment for post accident
reactor coolant (RC) sampling, effluent sampling, and containment
radiation monitoring have not. completed preoperational testing or have
not been completely installed. The licensee's shield design (Item II.B.2)
will be reviewed after installation of the RC post accident sampling
system (PASS) and after other post accident effluent sampling systems have
been completely installed. The NRC inspectors noted that many chemistry,
RP, and EP implementing procedures had been issued to functionally-support
these systems when they are installed.

The following open items will be further reviewed during future
inspections:

458/8406-22 NUREG-0737, Item II.B.2
458/8406-23 NUREG-0737, Item II.B.3
458/8406-24 NUREG-0737, Item II.F.1-1
458/8406-25 NUREG-0737, Item II F.1-2
458/8406-26 NUREG-0737, Item II.F.1-3
458/8406-27 NUREG-0737, Item III.D.1.1

- - _ _ , - _ _
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OpenItem(458/8406-28) is considered closed based on the information
gained during the review of open items 458/8406-11 and 15, paragraphs 2

, and 9, respectively.

The NRC inspectors reviewed the licensee's emergency planning meteorology
program against the requirements of THI Action Item III.A.2 of NUREG-0737,
including Supplement 1, RG 1.97, and NUREG-0696. The licensee's
meteorological instrumentation had been previously addressed (RG 1.23
recommendations) in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/84-12. The licensee was
currently in the process of completing (expected January 31,1985)
acceptance testing _of meteorological data sensors and their recorders.
Meteorological sensors were being replaced and refurbished due to their.

having sustained damage during a lightning storm. The licensee had not
completed installing meteorological data recorders / displays in the control
room. The licensee intends on having computerized post accident offsite
dose assessment, including real time meteorological data, at the TSC and
EOF only. During early stages of a radiological emergency, control room
personnel will use a manual dose assessment method (EIP-2-024). The NRC
inspectors-found that the manual procedures were overly complex, confusing
(what~ exposure distance from the site was essential to compute), and that

~ there were no provisions for assimilating meteorological data (nonsite
- specific) provided from the National Weather Service (NWS) if needed. The

licensee had initiated an agreement with the NWS for supplying meteorological
data, but had not received written confirmation from NWS on their part of
the agreement. During an inspection of the meteorological equipment and
facilities, the inspectors determined that the licensee had established a
construction material laydown impound in close proximity to the meteorological
tower. The material in the impound appeared to be of such light weight
construction that seasonal high winds could possibly make some materials~

airborne missiles and possibly damage or completely disable the meteorological
data collection system. The licensee was informed during the inspection
and at the exit meeting of this concern. _The licensee stated that appropriate
corrective action would be evaluated and expediently implemented. The NRC
inspectors noted that contractor provided procedures for equipment

~

surveillance, calibration and maintenance were available. The licensee
intends on converting applicable contractor procedures to RBS issued
procedures. The licensee had acquired a passive severe weathe" notification
system (tone alert radios); but had not yet placed.them in the security

.

building or developed procedures for a severe weather warning notification
plan, that includes control room notification.

The licensee had not established the reliability of the RBS meteorological
data collection system, since acceptance tests had not been completed.
Open item (458/8412-04) also addresses meteorological data collection
reliability. The licensee agreed to perform,'as a minimum, a 30 day
reliability study involving all system components. This study should
establish interim system reliability sufficient to satisfy RG 1.23
recommendations until enough routine data can be collected for the annual
report on joint frequency distributions of wind speed and wind direction

'by atmosphere stability class.

_ . _ _ _ _ . -_ .- -__ .--
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Thisitem(458/8505-01) is considered open pending licensee action to:

s* Reduce the potential for flying missiles near the meteorological
tower.

Establish a formal agreement for NWS to provide RBS with*

meteorological data.
'

.

Provide for inclusion of NWS data in manual offsite dose*

calculations,
f

* . Provide procedures for main control room notification of impending
-serve weather situations,

s

Develop RBS procedures for routine surveillance, calibration, and" *

maintenance of the meteorological equipment.
'

Provide meteorological data monitors in the main control room.-

Provide an interim reliability study of the meteorological dataa
.,

collection equipment.
'

14. Exit Interview

The NRC inspectors met with the licensee representatives and NRC resident
inspectors referenced in paragraph I at the conclusion of the inspection.
The NRC inspectors emphasized the NRC's concerns regarding RP technician
qualifications, the respiratory protection program, RP instrument
inventories, and the laydown area adjacent to the meteorological tower at
the exit meeting. .
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